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Company Background

Company Background
Based in Preston, Chesnara Plc operates predominantly as a consolidator of life-insurance funds which are 
not seeking new business, and then runs them down in an orderly way whilst capturing extra value by smart 
financial management and outsourcing the operational side. 

History
The company was originally the life insurance part of estate agency Countrywide Assured Group (“CAG”), 
but it established an independent identity in 2004 when the rest of the Countrywide group was sold to US 
private equity firm, Apollo Management.

Countrywide Assured plc (“CA”), the principal operating subsidiary 
of Chesnara plc, was established in 1988 as the life assurance division 
of CAG selling mortgage-related life assurance products through 
CAG’s financial services division.  In 1995, CA acquired Premium Life, 
a life assurance company, and integrated it into its existing operations.  
Chesnara acquired City of Westminster Assurance Company Limited 
(“CWA”) from Irish Life and Permanent plc in June 2005 to bring a 
total of 180,000 policyholders and more than £1bn of assets under 
management.

At the end of June 2006 the business of CWA was transferred into CA 
thereby consolidating the two businesses.

Operations
Chesnara’s overheads are extremely low because it has outsourced its administrative and investment 
operations. For example investment management is outsourced to fund managers Schroders and Henderson 
and all back office functions are carried out by external parties. This leaves the core payroll at less than 20 
employees.

Strategy
Chesnara’s strategy centres on the delivery of a reliable dividend stream to its shareholders which will be 
funded from the underlying emergence of surplus from its life assurance subsidiary. 

From the beginning, the business was closed, meaning that it focused on existing policyholders, rather than 
acquiring new ones. This type of life company is much cheaper to run as money does not have to be spent 
trying to find new customers or setting up new policies. In fact, Chief Executive Graham Kettleborough has 
been determined to run a tight ship from the outset, keeping costs down to a minimum and ensuring there 
is plenty of cash available to pay out in dividends to shareholders. 

Chesnara also pursues a policy of opportunistically acquiring further life assurance or financial services assets 
which do not dilute value, offer an acceptable level of risk and improve the quality and longevity of earnings.

In the absence of any suitable acquisition opportunities, the principal focus is to maximise the earnings and 
distribution potential of the subsidiaries without compromising regulatory capital requirements or introducing 
inappropriate risk.



Acquisitions
Closed-life businesses are cash-generative, but they do have a shelf life-as policyholders either choose to 
stop paying their premiums or die, the money earned gradually being decreased. Thus in order to keep the 
business moving, Chesnara must remain on the lookout to make fresh acquisitions. Management has ensured 
that funds, whether it be private equity or bank loans are available, so funding for future growth is in place 
should opportunities arise.

A recent value-adding acquisition was the £20m purchase of Stockholm-based assurer Moderna Forsakringar. 
Moderna specialises in corporate and personal pension arrangements and life assurance policies, and has 
around 9% of the Swedish unit-linked market – so it’s a deal that should hold plenty of promise for Chesnara. 
Due to its fire-sale by its previous Icelandic owner, Glitnir Bank (it urgently needed to raise cash), Chesnara 
was able to pick up the company at an impressive 63% discount to its estimated embedded value of £54m. 
This has added another 75,000 policies to the company and resulted in a £30m embedded value uplift to 
swell shareholders’ funds. Following the market recovery in 2009, the embedded value increased further 
so the purchase price was in effect at a discount of 72.55-74% of the embedded value at the acquisition 
date. Although this is a departure from Chesnara’s existing portfolio of closed run-off insurance operations 
(Moderna is still open for business so has more expenses than Chesnara’s UK life operations), it does 
illustrate the Chief Executive’s “opportunistic” acquisitions strategy and Moderna will make a meaningful 
contribution to earnings and support future dividends from 2012 onwards. 

The company is confident of making new value-enhancing acquisitions going forward and is focusing on the 
attractive UK market. Management is adamant they will not overpay, pledging only to buy businesses that 
will enhance growth and analysts suggest there is plenty of scope for more deals at sensible prices in today’s 
environment.

Management
Chief Executive Graham Kettleborough has a strong pedigree. He has been involved in life insurance his entire 
career and has acquired a loyal shareholder following since his appointment as Managing Director in July 2002.

Investment Portfolio
Chesnara remains careful with its cash, with shareholder’s funds mainly invested in either cash or fixed-
interest products. It has no direct exposure to credit derivatives or similar investments. 

It does hold some exposure to equities via its two managed funds, which represent a significant proportion 
of policy holder funds. The CA Managed Fund is managed by Schroder Investment Management and the 
CWA Global Managed Fund is managed by Irish Life Investment Managers. Both have a track record of 
outperforming the ABI Life Balanced Managed Funds benchmark.

Share buy-backs
Where appropriate the management looks to improve shareholder value by purchasing its own shares where 
large discounts to embedded value arise. This should support the share price in the event of an unwarranted 
large fall in market price.

Bid Target
There has been a raft of takeover activity in the life insurance sector and Chesnara is a classic bid target for 
a larger player.

Conclusion
In summary, Chesnara has a very low cost base, an ultra-cautious investment strategy and the shares trade at 
a discount to embedded value so the price takes no account of any value that management may generate in 
the future. An anagram of Chesnara is “earn “cash”, fitting for a company that offers one of the most generous 
dividend yields on the stock market. The company is fulfilling its stated objective of delivering a steady and 
attractive dividend yield and it’s strong solvency ratio should continue to support this dividend policy.
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